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might know of IKEA as the world’s best living room furniture store. But what you might
not know is that the products the company sells also make for a fantastic display of some
really neat stuff. Like, for instance, a gigantic light board—which is being slowly peeled

down a mountain in Sweden right now. It’s all part of an art installation called
“Takkrörbilden”—Swedish for “The Image-breaker”—a big collaboration between various

artists and IKEA to create a “physical poem” on the street in the little town of Avesta,
Sweden, which lies below the surrounding national park. According to the IKEA website:
Out in the middle of the night, they will pull down the giant light board and replace it with
another. The activity will continue for three weeks, on the first weekend of September. At

other times of the year, there will be different activities for the public, such as poetry
readings and concerts. Here’s a timelapse of the whole thing, also posted to YouTube: See
a video showing the creation of the giant sign after the jump. [h/t to Imagine Santa]Q: Is

each term in this power series equal to 1? I started considering this power series
expansion: $$\sum_{n=0}^\infty \frac{(z^2-1)^n}{n!} $$ Is each term equal to 1? That is,
are each of these three terms equal to 1? $\frac{(z^2-1)^0}{0!}$ $\frac{(z^2-1)^1}{1!}$

$\frac{(z^2-1)^2}{2!}$ $\frac{(z^2-1)^3}{3
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If the following link does not work or you are in the US, try clicking here (opens in new
window): (linked to Medio Server) If the following link does not work, try using this
(opens in new window): If that doesn't work, try using the link below. (opens in new

window): If you can't figure it out, you can always use the same method as mentioned by
tazgod below. For info on how to setup BWX Runner for Mac and BWX Producer, take a

look at this article, written by tazgod. Or this article, which is a tutorial from tazgod on
how to setup BWX Producer. Also, if all else fails, you can always use BWX Runner for

Mac. Please note: I do not own or have any rights to either of the software or their
trademarks. A: Try to move the downloaded *.nzb files to the desktop and try to play the

downloaded files using any "vlc" player. It should play normally if the nzb files are
downloaded to desktop. You can also try to use BWX Runner for Mac. I have tested it and

it works fine with most *.nzb files (works for me). But it looks outdated. Hope it works
for you. Q: Projection of unit circle Consider $\lambda>1$ and find the projection of the

unit circle on the line $y=0$. Now the projection is an arc of a circle. I've never seen
projections like this. So I'm a bit lost now. A: We have

$$\frac{\lambda}{\sqrt{\lambda^2-1}}\cdot (\lambda-\ 3e33713323
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